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ABSTRACT

. Organizing

We contend that managing
one’s own electronic
world
can be a frustrating
task for most computer
users, requiring too many separate applications,
too many file
transfers and format translations,
the invention
of too
many pointless names and the construction
of organi-

cal file systems.
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BASIC MODEL

THE LIFESTREAMS

Lifestreams
uses a simple organizational
metaphor,
a
time-ordered
stream of documents,
to replace conventional files and directories
[3, 4]. Stream filters and soft-

‘The Lifestreams interface is presented in Figure 1, showing a stream of documents.
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from the past, perhaps start-

ing with your electronic birth certificate.
Moving away
from the tail and toward the present, your stream contains more recent documents such as papers in progress
or the latest electronic mail you’ve received—other
documents, such as pictures, correspondence,
bills, movies,
voice mail and software are stored in between. Moving
beyond the present and into the future, the stream contains documents you will need: reminders, your calendar
items, and to-do lists.

Studies [6, 1, 7, 2, 8] have shown that
desktop systems have difficulty:
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